OUR SMARTPHONE BODY CAMERA SOLUTION

Using software installed on Android smartphones, Visual Labs provides CJIS-compliant body camera functionality and much more. Secure cloud storage is included for a complete, cost-effective evidence management solution.

**ALL-IN-ONE FUNCTIONALITY**

Get the functionality of a body camera, a digital camera, an audio recorder, a personnel locator and a fully functioning smartphone all in one hardware device. Videos, photos, audio recordings and evidentiary documents are all maintained on our secure evidence management platform.

**OFFICER SAFETY**

Live video and audio streams provide near real-time situational awareness from the field and can be activated remotely or on-scene. Near real-time positional awareness provides the ability to know the location of an officer in a critical situation.

**AUTOMATIC UPLOAD**

Footage is automatically uploaded from the field to a secure cloud storage environment. This eliminates the need for docking stations, kiosks, routers or any other hardware.

**LOW UP-FRONT COST; NO LONG-TERM CONTRACT**

Smartphones are generally provided to public safety agencies at little or no cost by cellular carriers. Visual Labs does not require its customers to enter into a long-term contract.

“There is no doubt in my mind that your product is the best out there.”

**Chief David Ryan**

Pound Ridge, New York Police Department

“`In 20 years in law enforcement, I have not worked with a more professional and customer-centric business.”

**Commander Andy Ellickson**

Washington County, Minnesota Sheriff’s Office